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CALLING ALL HEROES!

The Princess in Black is facing a problem she can’t defeat by herself!

Is it a monster? Me?

A sea creature?

Hello.

A giant?

Nope! This time it’s a germ so tiny, we can’t even see it.

The way we can help fight this problem is as easy as 1-2-3!
1. Wash Your Hands!

or your paws...

...hooves...

...or tentacles.

Sing "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star" while you wash and be sure to scrub each and every finger. Soap and water easily gets rid of the germ!
2. Stay at Home!

I’ve canceled all of my play-dates until the germ is defeated.

It was hard, because I had a lot of them.

All except one. I’m glad I have a friend at home with me.

Catch, Sir Hogswell!

Oink!

I love you too, Sir Hogswell.
3. MAKE SOME SPACE!

When you’re around people who don’t live with you . . .

Hello, Magnolia!

Hi, Duff!

Wear a face mask and keep at least one frimplepants away.

← One frimplepants = about six feet! →
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WORKING TOGETHER, WE CAN SOLVE THIS PROBLEM.

SEE YOU SOON, FRIENDS!
Please visit stayhome.candlewick.com for more resources.

To learn more about the Princess in Black, visit princessinblack.com.

This booklet was created in accordance with Center for Disease Control guidelines as of April 8, 2020. For the most up-to-date recommendations, please visit CDC.gov.